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Prologue

What if it is the 25th of June 2005 and it’s sunny, and 
in Brymont on Sea, down Minton Street, opposite 
the Happy Shopper there is a zoo? And what if 
in that zoo there is a man in a large hat? What  
if the man looks at the screech owls, walks past the 
monkeys, slips a lost hedgehog into his pocket and 
is about to sit on a bench? But stops. 

Because there is a newspaper on this bench. A 
wriggly one. 

What if this man lifts up the paper and underneath 
is a baby and on the front of the wriggly baby’s vest 
is a message in big black letters that says:

HELP
And what if the hedgehog-pocketing, owl-watching 

man picks the baby up and puts it in his hat 
and walks away quietly, ’cos that is his style, ’cos 
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Pause

Into a space that is blank and buzzy and alive with 
possibilities, with expectation, the kind of space 
where anything can happen
 the space to crawl
   to walk
    to talk
     to grow
     to live
      to become
       someone
        me
         Elvis
          Crampton
           Lucas.

Hello.
Hi.
Yes you.
Howdy.
I am Elvis Crampton Lucas, soundsmith and 

YouTuber. Welcome to my world.

he has a Stetson which is nice and roomy and 
just the right size for a baby, ’cos he is a doing a 
country-and-western gig in aid of the hospice and 
he is excellent, ’cos he is George Arthur Lucas and 
that baby is me and this is how I begin.
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Fast Forward

It is the 25th of June 2017. It is actually my discovery 
day but we call it my birthday because we don’t 
know when my birthday is, because of the bench 
and the zoo and the newspaper. But we sing happy 
birthday, ’cos happy discovery day doesn’t flow so 
well and I record this on my phone on top of the 
cupboard, ’cos sounds are better when they float. 

Right now I am standing in front of the candles 
on my triple-decker Oreo chunk cake, which is on 
the plate with hand-drawn eyeballs on, which is 
on the tablecloth with hand-drawn song lyrics on, 
in front of the sofa with Aunty Ima, Lulu, Lloyd 
and Next-Door-Duncan on, with Dad’s hand on 
my shoulder, the shoulder with my new home-knit 
birthday jumper from Aunty Ima on, when it happens. 

Aunty Ima, Dad, Duncan and Lloyd have 
finished singing happy birthday (but not Lulu as 
she is a cat and can only yowl) and are clapping 
and saying, ‘Make a wish, make a wish,’ and 

Elvis

Elvis Presley came from Tupelo, Mississippi.
He was great at dancing and singing and looking 

cool.
People thought he was the coolest.
He sold six hundred million records.
Won three Grammy awards.
By forty-two, he was very ugly and rich and 

unhappy.
And died on the toilet eating cheeseburgers.*

I am not that Elvis.

* kind of
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Freeze

Like music where the drumbeats go on beating but 
time stops ticking and you’re waiting for the rhythm 
to kick in, to beef itself back up, for everything to 
start. The drums drum and the bass is thumping 
and you’re waiting and I’m waiting and . . .
  I can’t believe I wished it but I have
    and I try and make a new wish up
but it is no good, it’s just too 

late.
Everyone has gone quiet. Lulu jumps off the sofa 

and goes into the kitchen. Lloyd puts his hands over 
his ears. Dad is staring out of the window. Aunty 
Ima serves out some cake slices. And even though 
the triple-decker Oreo-chunk cake is delicious, 
all I’m tasting is guilt and worry and a feeling  
of weirdness.

Next-Door-Duncan is saying, ‘Make a with,’ 
because of his braces, and Dad pulls something out 
of his pocket and says, ‘This is for you.’ He hands 
it over. It’s smooth and round. I click the top and 
look down into the swinging needle of a compass. 
‘It was my dad’s and his dad’s and his,’ he says. ‘It’s 
a father-son thing.’

‘OK.’
I think about the bench.
I think about Dad’s dad and his dad and his.
And a thought bubbles out of my body and into 

my brain before I can stop it. I try to keep it in. I do 
try. But it is too quick and the wish is on my tongue 
and out. 

‘I wish I knew why?’ I say, and everything stops. 
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But I am not.
Sometimes I wonder if names are like clothes that 

someone else has picked.
Do you grow into them?
Or do they never really fit?

A Name

Twelve years ago, George Lucas took me home off 
the bench and put his hand to his vinyl collection. 
He picked out the first three albums his fingers came 
to and named me after them.

Elvis Presley – by Elvis Presley
The Cramps – A Date with Elvis
Tonight – David Bowie

Elvis
Cramp
Ton
Lucas after George Arthur Lucas.
Sometimes I wonder what it would be like to be
Thomas
or
Christopher
or
James.
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a present from Aunty Ima. Sometimes her taste is 
a bit
          off.

But I don’t say it.
I’ve burst the balloons.
Everyone’s gone home. 
It’s just us.
We cut the silence with our night-time ‘guess that 

tune’ game.
Dad pulls some castanets out of his jeans. He 

always wears jeans. He calls it his home uniform. 
It’s kind of his work one too. He diagnoses illnesses 
behind plastic call-centre screens, so technically, he 
says, he could be wearing boxers. No one would know.

He clacks tunes out and I guess.
‘“Funky Town”.’
‘Yes.’
‘“I Want to Break Free” . . .’
‘Yes.’ Dad’s castanets stop mid clack. 
‘Thanks for this, Dad,’ I say, and hold up the 

compass. 
‘It was what your grandad would have wanted.’
‘I thought Grandad was a carpet fitter?’ I flip  

it open.

George Lucas

George Lucas is my dad. Not that George Lucas, 
not the Star Wars/Indiana Jones one, not the one 
with the Skywalker Ranch in Nicasio, California. 
George Lucas in a three-storey terrace on Brymont 
on Sea, with a basement full of rescued hedgehogs 
and a large collection of fridge magnets. The 
baby-in-a-Stetson George Lucas, with a moustache 
like a goalpost and froth hair. George Lucas, 
musician and NHS call-centre worker on the side. 
Times are hard for musicians. I think maybe they’re 
always hard.

I love George Lucas, even though he plays ‘Blue 
Moon’ on his trumpet in the evenings and shreds 
my mini Weetabix boxes and toilet-roll collection for 
the hedgehog bedding. He is the best George Lucas 
anyone could ever have. He has been my George 
Lucas for as long as I know. Forever. 

Right now, he’s sitting on my bed, on the Arsenal 
duvet. I don’t support Arsenal. Or like football. It’s 
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and put me in a hat . . .’ I put the castanets on Arsene 
Wenger’s eyes.

‘That’s probably not many,’ he says. ‘It’s hard to 
get a good Stetson these days.’

‘I’m glad it was you.’
‘Me too,’ he says and ruffles my hair. 
‘Team on?’ I say and tap his knuckles.
‘Team on,’ he says and taps back.
‘With Lloyd Partington!’ And Lloyd, Dad’s best- 

friend-apple-buff-and-window-cleaner Partington, 
climbs in through the window with two Braeburns 
bulging in the pockets of his holey tracksuit bottoms 
and and attacks Dad with a blown-up paper bag for 
an added element of surprise.

BANG.
Dad bursts the bag.
It lies on the floor. 
And we salute one another because this is how 

things are done and this is how it all begins.

‘He was. His dad’s dad’s dad’s dad was a  
sailor.’

‘OK.’ I look at the dials. ‘Dad.’
‘Yeah.’
‘It’s time, isn’t it?’ I say. ‘For . . .

  It.
     Me.
   You.
       Us.
      The bench.
   The zoo.
        The question.
       Why?’

I look up. ‘Who put me there? It’s time to find  
the answer.’

‘You know, Elvis –’ he shuffles up the bed on to 
the Gunners’ gun – ‘of all the things that can pop 
out of a hat . . .’ he says.

‘Rabbits?’ I say. 
‘Mice?’
‘Doves?’
‘Budgies?’ he says and we both shrug. ‘I’m glad 

it was you.’
‘Of all the people who could have picked me up 




